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Mainstream form of media has been changed with development of technology, 
which brings about changes of leading symbols in cultural activities and art patterns as a 
whole. In other words, modern technology drives changes of art and estheticstandards in 
indirect, intricate, complicated and inevitable ways. This dissertation, with the aim to 
make clear new changes and phenomenon in process of production, broadcasting and 
consumption of Comic and Animation under circumstance of network broadcasting 
paradigm brought by new media based on computers and internet, rises up the definition 
as new track of Comic and Animation to observe how modern technology influences 
Comic and Animation from aspects of production, broadcasting and consumption. 
This dissertation is creative in research methods. It concerns interactive relationship 
between media and human, human and art, as well as art and communication. Focusing 
on new track of Comic and Animation, this paper analyses how this track is created. It 
takes a further step to describe, analyze and explain relationship among producers, 
communicate routes and audiences, as well as art creation and industrial transition goes 
with it. This paper, based on case studies, explores the new track of Comic and 
Animation from aspect of mutual relationship, as to revealcurrent situation of Comic and 
Animation with new media development and explore industrial route. 
There are two conclusions 
First, new media technology will inevitably bring about new expression, 
communication route, and culture ofComic and Animation art, thus to be beneficial for 
cross-district and cross-cultural communication of Comic and Animation art with its 
powerful visual expression. 
Second, new media technology is meaningful as to create contents, expand 
broadcast routes, raise influential power, and develop industry of Comic and Animation 
art. 
This paper, based on network ethnography investigation of new media Comic and 
Animationcommunity, explains the definition of new track of Comic and Animation 















The first part concerns construction of new track of Comic and Animation. This 
part analyzes creation background of track of Comic and Animation, technology 
elements, as well as relationship between the two. It also analyzes construction 
characteristics and original theory. This part concerns basic connection between new 
media Comic and Animation and audiences. 
The second part analyzes new track of Comic and Animationproduction. Though 
technology concerns Comic and Animation production has started revolution 50 years 
ago, new track of Comic and Animation production doesn’t get created until new media 
technology grows mature and broadcasters and receivers both become mutual 
communicatingsubjects. Characteristics on openness, mutuality and virtuality brings 
about properties of multi-media, nonlinearity and  inmerse  of Comic and Animation, 
thus creates new form of Comic and Animation art, known as network and mobile 
Comic and Animation. 
The third part analyzes new track of Comic and Animationcommunication. The 
track of Comic and Animation has a newcommunicationstructure of network in dynamic 
state. It concludes three channels of movie, TV and new media,and can flow 
cross-media at any time. Therefore, communication mode of new track of Comic and 
Animation is relatively complicated and highly effective. Its openness, massive 
cooperation and net communication brings about new power structure, visual 
experiences and information organization. 
The fourth part analyzes new track of Comic and Animation consumption.Comic 
and Animation consumption includes not only cultural economics produced by symbol 
consumption, but also finance by Comic and Animation and its 
derivatives.Meaningfulness and happiness of cultural economicsdetermines to what 
extent capital gets returned. As a result, relationship among mutual space and subjects in 
new track of Comic and Animation and their animate extent has crucial influence on 
Comic and Animation consumption, which demonstrated as emergence of micro art. 
From aspect of industrial value, it turns from industrial chain to value network. 
This paper makes conclusion of new track of Comic and Animation based on new 
technology and new media in the last part. It raises strategies from aspects of industrial 

















and discusses how Comic and Animation will develop in the future under circumstance 
of merging of technology, media and culture. 
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